
  

Jubilee Garden Report 2021/2022  

We are pleased that    

Councillors Stephen and Peter on behalf of the Parish Council have now 

commissioned Louise Edwards to weed and maintain the basic work to the 

garden.  

Anne, Linda, and myself will continue to manage and carry out new 

planting/pruning and cutting the hedges.  To aid maintenance it was decided  

to reduce the flower bed northeast of the garden by laying turf to create a new 

path. A new slip bed was developed alongside the new path and planted out  

with summer bedding. The overall effect was very pleasing.  The Parish Council 

purchased the turf and paid for the hire of a rotovator. I with the aid of Linda 

and Anne laid the turf path.   

We have had several volunteer days to help with weeding. The response from 

the village has been very positive.  Peter Reed has purchased a new seat which  

I have fixed - southeast corner of the garden behind the Silver Birch trees. Also, 

thanks to Peter who once again has painted the garden furnishings. Grateful 

thanks to Johnny for aiding with the cutting of the boundary hedge and for 

disposing of so much garden rubbish.  Thanks to Craig Edwards who has  

frequently cut the grass and recently helped with the compost bins.  

  

The Parish Council have purchased spring flowering bulbs and plants – which 

we planted in the slip bed. Shortly there should be a colourful spring display.  

Some of the flower beds are too large it was decided to reduce the flower bed 

south of the garden (next to the Arbour) Councillor Kerry kindly gave us turf to 

make a new path, she also helped to lay it. Louise followed on with weeding 

the new beds which has given a much tidier pleasing appearance.   

The centre bed has always been difficult to maintain. It was decided to reduce 

its size. Our plan is to turf the centre of the bed and create a slip bed around 

the outside. We have made a crescent path across the bed and bordered it  

with a rose bed.  We are very grateful to Christine and Dennis of Overing 

Avenue for donating to the Jubilee Garden 10 Trumpeter Bush Roses as well as 

a Camelia/Hydrangea/Hellebore and Ornamental Grasses.  

The Great Waldingfield Horticultural Show Committee are to donate to the  

Jubilee Garden the Queens Platinum Jubilee Rose to mark the Queens 70th year 

of reign.  



We are very pleased the way that Louise has maintained the garden, there is a 

lot of work to do in the hours that she is allocated. With Linda Anne myself and 

the volunteers we are at last able to keep on top of the work. The garden has 

given much pleasure to the G.W villagers.  

Anne and myself are distressed that there has been anti- social behaviour in 

the garden and playing field particularly at night. We were very upset to  

discover the hedge to the front of the garden bordering the playing field had 

been damaged by people jumping onto it and creating holes and broken  

branches. It will eventually grow back again but really spoils the neat look of  

the hedge. If possible, a Community Police Officer could occasionally patrol it 

and the playground (they congregate in the little arbour in the playground) 

there is a lot of rowdy swearing behaviour maybe it would deter them from 

causing upset.  

 

The Jubilee Garden  

Councillor Kerry is planning the Platinum Jubilee Lighting of the Beacon 

Celebration Thursday 2nd June - we are to have a Cheese and Wine Party in the 

Jubilee Garden commencing at 7.45.p.m.  Lighting of the Beacon will be at 

9.45.p.m this to be followed by a choir singing the Commonwealth Song for 

the Lighting of the Beacon “A Life Lived With Grace” 

All the village is invited we will have to ask that they bring their own wine 

some refreshments will be served. 

  

 

  

  

  


